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PHYSICAL REVIEW E 69, 051908 ~2004!
Sampling tissue volumes using frequency-domain photon migration

Frédéric Bevilacqua,1,* Joon S. You,1,2 Carole K. Hayakawa,1,2 and Vasan Venugopalan1,2,3,†

1Laser Microbeam and Medical Program, Beckman Laser Institute, 1002 Health Sciences Road East, Irvine,
California 92612, USA

2Department of Biomedical Engineering, Univeristy of California–Irvine, Irvine, Calfornia 92697, USA
3Department of Chemical Engineering and Materials Science, University of California–Irvine, Irvine, California 92697, USA

~Received 12 April 2003; revised manuscript received 4 December 2003; published 24 May 2004!

We demonstrate the use of Monte Carlo simulations to generate photon scattering density functions~PSDFs!
that represent the tissue volume sampled by steady-state and frequency-domain photon migration. We use these
results to illustrate how scaling laws can be developed to determine the mean sampling depth of the multiply
scattered photons detected by photon migration methods that remain valid outside the bounds of the standard
diffusion approximation, i.e., at small source-detector separations and in media where the optical absorption is
significant relative to scattering. Using both the PSDF computation and the newly formulated scaling laws, we
focus on a comprehensive description of the effects of source modulation frequency, optical absorption, and
source-detector separation on the depth of the sampled tissue volume as well as the sensitivity of frequency-
domain photon migration measurements to the presence of a localized absorption heterogeneity.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.69.051908 PACS number~s!: 87.63.Lk, 87.80.2y, 42.62.Be, 05.60.2k
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I. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

In recent years, photon migration methods have b
shown to be capable of noninvasively quantifying the phy
ological properties of biological systems@1–3#. These meth-
ods have been used with much success to study many
logical systems including breast and muscle physiology
the functional activity of the brain@4–9#. Photon migration
measurements often employ a single source-detector pa
determine the optical properties of tissue systems that
treated as spatially homogeneous. These optical prope
are then used to determine the morphology and biochem
composition~e.g. @red-Hb#, @HbO2#, @H2O#) of the tissue
under consideration@10,11#. In such cases, the detected ph
tons have interacted with the tissue at multiple locations.
optimize the sensitivity of such measurements to a struc
of interest, or to simply define the tissue volume ‘sampl
by a given measurement, it is essential to have the capab
to not only determine the tissue volume probed by a giv
source-detector configuration, modulation frequency, and
of tissue optical properties, but also to quantify the effect
a localized absorbing heterogeneity on the measured sig

This is not a new problem. The identification of the vo
ume sampled by photon migration methods when prob
highly-scattering homogeneous tissues was first addresse
the seminal work of Weisset al. @12#. This first investigation
employed a random-walk model for radiative transport
establish basic scaling laws governing the distribution
depths visited by the photons collected in a steady-state
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ton migration measurement. These scaling laws provi
functional relationships for how the visitation depth distrib
tion varies as a function of the tissue absorptionma and
reduced scatteringms8 coefficients and the source-detect
~s-d! separationr. These analytic expressions were co
firmed by Monte Carlo simulations and consistent with la
experimental and theoretical considerations developed
Pattersonet al. @13#. Over the past fifteen years, man
groups have expanded and generalized this early work u
analytic, computational and/or experimental approaches
characterize the photon sampling volume when using ste
state, time-resolved or frequency-domain photon migrat
techniques@14–22#. Moreover, experimental, analytical, an
computational studies have examined the impact of sm
localized heterogeneities@16,21,23–26# and layered tissue
structures@23,24,27# on the tissue volume sampled by th
detected photons.

These early studies provided several important resu
Pattersonet al. demonstrated that different tissue depths c
be probed using time-gating methods@13#. Using frequency-
domain methods, Sevicket al. demonstrated that for a give
s-d separation an increase in source modulation freque
provides greater sensitivity to superficial tissue volum
@21#. This study also examined the change in the modulat
and phase of the detected photon density wave produce
the introduction of an absorbing heterogeneity into an oth
wise homogeneous medium. In all cases, the investiga
found the existence of a ‘‘blind’’ location within the volum
sampled by the detected photons at which the placemen
an optical heterogeneity would result in no change in
measured signal. Along these same lines, Grattonet al.
showed experimentally that the position of this blind locati
differs slightly depending on whether one examines the a
plitude or phase of the detected photon density wave@18#.
However, while the main features regarding photon samp
density are understood, a comprehensive quantitative an
sis that accommodates a full range ofs-dseparations, optica
properties, and source modulation frequencies is still m
ing. In particular, the distinction between the characteris
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BEVILACQUA et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 69, 051908 ~2004!
of the tissue volume sampled using frequency-domain
opposed to steady-state, photon migration methods and
relative sensitivities in detecting small optical heteroge
ities has not been clearly addressed.

Our interest here is the comprehensive examination of
volume probed within a homogeneous turbid medium us
steady-state and frequency-domain photon migration m
ods. We employ the Monte Carlo method to simulate
radiative transport involved because we do not wish to
strict this investigation to conditions under which the diff
sion approximation is valid, namely whenms8@ma and r
@ l * , where l * 5(ma1ms8)

21. Our objectives are twofold
First, we intend to characterize the variation in the sampl
volume with absorption and reduced scattering coefficie
ma and ms8 , source modulation frequencyf, and source-
detector separationr. This is done through the generation
a photon scattering density function~PSDF! that utilizes
photon trajectories provided by a Monte Carlo simulation
define the tissue volume sampled for a given measurem
Using the PSDF we examine the mean depth sampled by
detected photons and its variation with the optical proper
and measurement parameters of interest. These result
compared to predictions provided by the standard diffus
approximation to the Boltzmann transport equation as w
as to scaling laws that we have developed to predict
mean photon visitation deptĥz& and its variation withs-d
separationr, absorption coefficientma and source modula
tion frequencyf. This is done in a generalized fashion so th
accurate results can be obtained both inside and outside
purview of the standard diffusion approximation. Second,
demonstrate how the PSDF can be used to determine e
the sensitivity of frequency-domain photon migration me
surements to the introduction of a small absorbing hetero
neity. This is done to examine the perturbation offered
such a heterogeneity as a function of its location,s-d sepa-
ration, and source modulation frequency. This analysis
veals that the ‘‘blind’’ locations in which tissue heterogen
ities can reside but not be detected using frequency dom
methods arise through the interference of the source ph
density wave with the photon density wave scattered by
heterogeneity.

II. METHODOLOGY

A. Computation of the photon scattering density function
„PSDF…

We consider the situation depicted in Fig. 1~a! with a
source and detector with identical numerical aperture~NA!
of 0.37 separated by a distancer. In all cases, the sample i
assumed to have refractive indexnrel51.4 relative to the
surroundings with optical absorption and scattering coe
cients ma and ms , and single-scattering asymmetry coef
cient g. A reduced scattering coefficientms8 can then be de-
fined as ms8[ms(12g). We implement Monte Carlo
simulations wherein each photon is ‘‘injected’’ into the m
dium with a ‘‘weight’’ of 1. The path lengthl between suc-
cessive scattering events is sampled from the density fu
tion ms exp(2msl). The azimuthal scattering angle is sampl
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uniformly while the longitudinal scattering angle is sampl
from the Henyey-Greenstein phase function withg50.8. We
consider a slab geometry with a thickness of 100 mm. T
boundary condition at the top surface was specified by
Fresnel relations for unpolarized light. The bottom surfa
was treated as index-matched. The photon weight within
medium is adjusted using continuous absorption weight
and photons are terminated only by their escape from
medium. For each photon that arrives at the detector,
record and save the locations at which it scattered within
medium in a computer file for later analysis.

Using the file containing the detected photon trajectori
we define a three-dimensional matrixns,i(x,y,z) represent-
ing the volumetric density of scattering events resulting fro
the migration of thei th detected photon in the medium. U
ing this definition, the total number of scattering eventsNs,i
the i th detected photon undergoes within the tissue volum
given by

Ns,i~x,y,z!5 (
k50

X

(
l 50

Y

(
m50

Z

ns,i~xk ,yl ,zm!DxDyDz, ~1!

where X, Y, and Z represent the maximum spatial dime
sions of the computational domain andDx, Dy, andDz are
the dimensions of the three-dimensional ‘‘voxels’’ that l
within. Using this definition for the volumetric scatterin
densityns we define the photon sampling density functio
s(x,y,z,t) corresponding to all photons detected over t
time interval 0→t as

s~x,y,z,t !5 (
; i where t i,t

Wi

Ns,i~x,y,z!
ns,i~x,y,z!

5 (
; i where t i,t

exp~2macti !

Ns,i~x,y,z!
ns,i~x,y,z!, ~2!

wheret i is the arrival time of thei th photon at the detector
s(x,y,z,t) represents a spatial distribution of the number
scattering events per unit volume produced by the dete
photons up to timet. Wi is the weight of thei th detected
photon and is computed usingWi5exp(2macti); ma being
the absorption coefficient of the medium andcti being the
total path length traversed by thei th detected photon which
travels at speedc in the turbid medium and arrives at th
detector at timet i . The restriction on the sum over indexi is
present to exclude those photons that arrive at the dete
after timet.

However, the focus of this study is to examine the PS
in the frequency domain. We thus consider the frequen
resolved diffuse reflectancer̄d(v) measured at the detecto

r̄d~v!5E
2`

`

rd~ t !exp~2 j vt !dt, ~3!

where rd(t) is the time-resolved diffuse reflectance,v the
angular modulation frequency, andj 5A21. Using the
method proposed by Testorfet al. @28# the PSDF for the
8-2
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FIG. 1. ~Color! ~a! Schematic of Monte Carlo simulations used to generate the PSDF.~b! Sample of the PSDF given for frequency
domain photon migration with a source modulation frequencyf 5400 MHz within a medium possessingma50.005/mm andms8
50.8/mm. The source and detector possessed numerical apertures ofNA50.37 and were separated byr522 mm.
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angular modulation frequencyv0 , s̄(x,y,z,v0), can be
computed using the expression

s̄~x,y,z,v0!5(
; i

exp~2macti2 j v0t i !

Ns,i~x,y,z!
ns,i~x,y,z!.

~4!

Note that in such a case,s̄(x,y,z,v0) is a complex three-
dimensional matrix, i.e., a matrix possessing real and im
nary parts. The magnitude ofs̄(x,y,z,v0) scales directly
with the probability that the detected photons have scatte
within an infinitesimal volume located at (x,y,z). Figure
1~b! provides a sample of the PSDF amplitude within a se
infinite medium probed by frequency domain photon mig
tion at f 5400 MHz with r522 mm, ma50.005/mm, and
ms850.8/mm. These values are typical for female breast
sue in the far visible and near infrared@5#.

As depicted in Fig. 1~a! this approach to deriving the
PSDF partitions the detected weight of the photon equ
among the locations at which it scatters within the samp
This ensures that photons that contribute most to the m
sured signal also contribute most to the PSDF. Defining
PSDF in this way ensures that the sum of the weights of
the detected photons can be recovered using volumetric
tegration. Thus

W5(
; i

Wi5 (
k50

X

(
l 50

Y

(
m50

Z

s~xk ,yl ,zm!DxkDylDzm .

~5!

Note that the removal of a given volume element~voxel!
located at (x,y,z) has the same effect on the detected wei
as the addition of a small absorbing heterogeneity. Thi
essentially equivalent to a Born approximation where
effect of the absorption heterogeneity perturbs the meas
signal but not the spatial distribution of the radiative tran
port in the medium. Thus changes in the detected signal
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duced by introducing a small absorbing heterogeneity
cated at (x8,y8,z8) can be determined by excluding the vox
corresponding to the location of the heterogeneity from
volumetric integration shown in Eq.~5!.

B. Diffusion-based approaches for determining visitation
density functions

For comparison, it is important to bear in mind how vis
tation density functions for the detected photons can be
rived within the context of the standard diffusion approxim
tion @13,16,19,21#. Following the approach outlined by Fen
et al. @16#, the probabilityP(r 8) for a photon originating at a
location (r5r0) to arrive at a detector location (r5rd) hav-
ing visited an arbitrary infinitesimal volumedx dy dzlocated
at r5r 8 is given by the product of two probabilities:

P~r 8!5P1~r0 ,r 8!P2~r 8,rd!. ~6!

In Eq. ~6!, P1 represents the probability that a photon ent
ing the medium at locationr5r0 will arrive at a infinitesimal
volume dx dy dzlocated atr5r 8 and P2 is the probability
that a photon starting from the infinitesimal volumedx dy dz
located atr5r 8 will escape the medium at the detector l
cation r5rd . P1 is directly proportional to the fluence rat
f(r5r 8) within the medium produced by a source of un
strength. On the other hand,P2 is proportional to the fluence
rate at the detector locationf(r5rd) if an infinitely small
isotropic photon source of unit strength were located ar
5r 8. Thus the probability under consideration is propo
tional to the product of the two corresponding Green’s fun
tions:

P~r 8!}
exp~2kur02r 8u!

ur02r 8u
exp~2kurd2r 8u!

urd2r 8u
, ~7!

where k is the effective attenuation coefficient[@3ma(ma

1ms8)#1/2.
8-3
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BEVILACQUA et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 69, 051908 ~2004!
For a semi-infinite medium, Eq.~7! must be modified to
accommodate the boundary conditions at the surface of
medium. This is most often accomplished using extrapola
boundary conditions and the method of images to solve
equations involved in the standard diffusion approximati
For a semi-infinite geometry where photons are injected
r05(0,0,0) and detected atrd5(d,0,0), the photon scatter
ing density atr 85(x,y,z) within a standard diffusion ap
proximation framework is given by

P~r 8!}Fexp„2k$@x21y21~z2z0!2#1/2%…

@x21y21~z2z0!2#1/2

2
exp„2k$@x21y21~z2z02ze!

2#1/2%…

@x21y21~z2z02ze!
2#1/2 G

3Fexp„2k$@~x2d!21y21z2#1/2%…

@~x2d!21y21z2#1/2

2
exp„2k$@~x2d!21y21~z1ze!

2#1/2%…

@~x2d!21y21~z1ze!
2#1/2 G , ~8!

wherez051/ms8 andze is the extrapolation length which is
function of both the optical diffusion coefficientD[@3(ma

1ms8)#21 and the relative refractive indexnrel of the me-
dium @29,30#. However, because this formulation is based
the standard diffusion approximation, Eqs.~7! and ~8! pro-
vide accurate predictions only for larges-d separations and
within media possessing high albedo.

C. Perturbation of the visitation density due to an optical
heterogeneity

As noted by Fenget al., in the steady-state case, the ph
ton visitation densityP, as derived using the standard diffu
sion approximation, is proportional to the change of the fl
ence rate produced at the detector by a infinitely sm
absorption element located atr 85(x,y,z) @16#. This can be
seen by considering the work of Boaset al., who derived an
expression for the diffusive wave scattered by an absorb
heterogeneity when probed using frequency-domain pho
migration. This expression is derived by writing the scatte
wave in terms of a series of multipole moments for which
amplitude of each partial wave is given by a scattering a
plitude. If we consider only the monopole term in the expa
sion, the following expression provides, to first order, t
perturbatione in the detected fluence rate produced by
presence of a spherical heterogeneity of radiusa possessing
an absorption that is different than the background med
by Dma @31#:

e5SS 4pa3

3 D S 2Dma

D D exp~2 jkr 0!

4pcDr0

exp~2 jkr d!

4pr d
~9!

where S is the strength of the photon source andk[$@ma
2( j v/c)#/D%1/2 is the wave vector of the diffusive photo
density wave in the background medium.r 0 and r d are the
distances from the heterogeneity to the photon source
detector, respectively. Careful comparison reveals that in
limit as the angular source modulation frequencyv→0, the
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expression for the perturbation of the frequency-domain
ence rate produced by an absorbing heterogeneity reduc
the form of Eq.~7! which, by contrast, expresses the pro
ability density for photon visitation. This suggests that t
PSDF, in addition to providing the distribution of location
visited by the detected photons, also contains informat
relevant to modification in the detected signal produced
the introduction of a localized absorbing heterogeneity.

It is important to note thate is a quantity that can be
measured directly only in the steady-state case (v50).
However, in the frequency-dependent case (v.0), e modi-
fies the frequency-domain fluence rateF0 that would be de-
tected in the absence of the heterogeneity. Thus the mea
able quantity in the presence of an absorbing heterogenei
(F01e), and results from the interference~i.e., the complex
sum! of ~a! the photon density wave that travels through t
homogeneous medium and reaches the detector with~b! the
photon density wave that is scattered by the heterogen
@31#. Because of the equivalence of the perturbation in
frequency-domain fluence rate with the photon visitati
probability density shown above, the relative change in
measured signal produced by a small absorption perturba
located atr 85(x,y,z) when probed by a photon densit
wave of modulation frequencyv0 is easily derived from the
PSDF as

F0~0,0,d,v0!1e~x,y,z,v0!

F0~0,0,d,v0!
}

~(; iWi !02s̄~x,y,z,v0!

~(; iWi !0
.

~10!

Note that the perturbation in the detected signal produced
the presence of an absorbing heterogeneity can be d
mined from a single Monte Carlo simulation by simple r
moval of the voxel occupied by the heterogeneity from t
volumetric integration of the PSDF as described in the
velopment of Eq.~5!. Thus theentire spatial map of the
perturbation sensitivity can be derived from asingleMonte
Carlo simulation as opposed to performing separate sim
tions for each heterogeneity location of interest. Moreov
the Monte Carlo approach provides accurate results for c
where standard diffusion approximation based express
shown in Secs. II B and II C will not be accurate; specifica
for media of low to moderate albedo as well as smalls-d
separations.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To provide our results in a fashion that can be easily g
eralized, we employ dimensionless measures of the tis
absorptionā5(ma /ms8), s-d separationr̄5ms8r, and modu-

lation frequencyf̄ 5( f /cms8) wheref is the linear modulation
frequency andc is the speed of light in the medium. Th
dimensionless source modulation frequency represents
source modulation frequency normalized to the frequency
isotropic scattering occurring within the medium. Note th
for a tissue withms851/mm, the range of modulation fre
quencies between 200 MHz and 2 GHz corresponds roug
to a range inf̄ between 0.001 and 0.01.
8-4
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SAMPLING TISSUE VOLUMES USING FREQUENCY- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 69, 051908 ~2004!
A. Photon scattering density functions in homogeneous media

In Figs. 2 and 3 we consider the midplane between sou
and detector and display normalized versions of the PSD
that they possess the properties of a probability density fu
tion. The symbols represent the probability density of
normalized depths (z̄[ms8z) of photon scattering as pre
dicted by Monte Carlo simulations for as-d separationr̄
520. In Fig. 2 the variation of the PSDF with source mod

lation frequency f̄ is shown for a fixed absorption ofā
50.01. In Fig. 3 the variation of the PSDF withā is shown

for f̄ 50.002. For comparison, the visitation probability de
sity predicted by the standard diffusion approximation a
provided by Eq.~8! is shown by the curves in each figur
Acceptable agreement is found between the diffusion
proximation and the Monte Carlo simulations and simi
trends in the change of these distributions are seen
changes in optical absorption and modulation frequen
This is expected given the large value ofr̄ and the small
values of bothf̄ and ā that we have considered.

However, there are some quantitative differences betw
the diffusion approximation and the Monte Carlo results.
this regard, it is important to remember that the Monte Ca
results are derived from the spatial variation in the numbe
scattering events, weighted by absorption and scattering,
take place within an infinitesimal volume as this volume
placed at an increasing depth. By contrast, within the con
of the standard diffusion approximation, the photon visitat
density function is determined by taking the product of t
local photon density within the medium and the probabil
that a photon ‘‘emitted’’ from the location in question will b
detected. Despite the different methodologies involved in
derivation of these probability density functions, the resu
shown in Figs. 2 and 3 demonstrate that these two
proaches exhibit similar features. This arises because
photon scattering density is proportional to the local fluen
rate. However, the Monte Carlo approach has the impor
advantage over diffusion approximation-based approache
not being limited to any particular range of source-detec
separations or optical properties.

Figures 2 and 3 show that increasing values of either/b
f̄ and ā results in a more rapid decay of the PSDF w
depth. This behavior is expected because photons that
etrate deeply into the sample typically possess trajecto
with longer path lengths and are less likely to reach the
tector as the optical absorption is increased. Moreover, h
modulation frequencies result in an increased contribution
shorter path length photons to the overall signal. The ra
of modulation frequencies shown in Fig. 2, corresponds t
variation between dc irradiation and a source modulation
quency of 1 GHz for a tissue withms851 mm21. Comparing
these results with those of Fig. 3, it becomes clear that
biomedical applications, where the modulation frequenc
employed are typically less than 600 MHz (f̄ 50.0028 for
ms851 mm21) variations in optical absorption play a muc
more important role in altering photon visitation depths th
will variations in the source modulation frequency.
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B. Mean photon visitation depth in homogeneous media

For a more detailed examination of the dependence of
PSDF with s-d separation, optical absorption, and sour
modulation frequency, we computed the mean normali
depth~first moment! of the PSDF̂ z̄&. Figures 4 and 5 show
the dependence of the mean photon sampling depth^ z̄& for
normalizeds-d separationsr̄ in the range 0.5–40. The sym
bols represent the results of the Monte Carlo simulatio
while the curves represent predictions of novel scaling la
that are developed later in this section. Figure 4 provides

FIG. 2. Probability density function of the depth visited by th
detected photon density wave amplitude at the midplane betw
source and detector for normalized source modulation frequen

f̄ 50, 0.002, and 0.005. Symbols represent results from Mo
Carlo simulations while the curves represent the photon visita
density given by the standard diffusion approximation, i.e., Eq.~8!.
Results are shown for source-detector separationr̄520 with nor-
malized optical absorptionā50.01.

FIG. 3. Probability density function of the depth visited by th
detected photon density wave amplitude at the midplane betw
source and detector for normalized optical absorption ofā
50, 0.005, 0.02, and 0.1. Results are shown for a fixed sou
detector separationr̄520 and normalized source modulation fr

quency f̄ 50.001. Symbols represent results from Monte Ca
simulations while the curves represent the photon visitation den
given by the standard diffusion approximation@Eq. ~8!#.
8-5
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variation of the mean photon visitation depth^z̄& with nor-
malized modulation frequencyf̄ for ā50.005 while Fig. 5
provides the variation withā for f̄ 50.001.

As expected,̂ z̄& increases withr̄. For low ā, ^z̄& varies
almost linearly withr̄ and is in apparent contradiction wit
the following result that Weisset al. derived from random
walk theory@12#:

^z̄&5A~ r̄/k̄ !1/2, ~11!

whereA is a constant andk̄[@3ā(ā11)#1/2 is the dimen-
sionless effective attenuation coefficient. Closer examina
of Eq. ~11! reveals that̂ z̄&→` as ā→0. Thus it is unlikely
that Eq.~11! is valid for smallā. In this regard, it is instruc-
tive to examine the results of Fenget al., who derived the
following relationships for the depth at which the PSD
reaches its maximum valuez̄max @16#:

z̄max5~ r̄/2k̄ !1/2 for ar@1, ~12!

z̄max5
&

4
r̄ for ar!1. ~13!

In the case of high absorption and/or larges-d separations,
Eq. ~12! provides the same scaling law as Eq.~11!, namely,
that ^ z̄&}r̄1/2. However, Eq.~13! predicts that in the case o
low absorption and/or smalls-d separations,̂z̄&}r̄. This is
precisely the behavior seen in Fig. 5. An expression t
displays the proper limiting behavior for low and high a
sorption can be obtained through modification of Eq.~11! as
follows:

^z̄&5F G~ r̄ !

k̄1H~ r̄ !G
1/2

, ~14!

whereG( r̄)5G11G2r̄ andH( r̄)5H1 / r̄ with G1 , G2 , and
H1 being constants.

While the form of Eq.~14! can accommodate variations
both r̄ and ā it does not accommodate the variation
modulation frequency. As noted previously, increases in
ther ā or f̄ produce a decrease in^z̄&. The similar effects of
ā and f̄ on ^z̄& can be understood from the perspective t
for small values of@ f /(mac)# the amplitude in the frequenc
domain can be approximated from the steady-state resu
substituting replacingk̄ with its frequency-domain analogk̄
@16#. Thus in the frequency domain case, Eq.~14! can be
rewritten as

^z̄&5F G~ r̄ !

k̄1H~ r̄ !
G 1/2

, ~15!

wherek̄253(ā11) (ā22p f̄ j ). Performing a least square
fit of Eq. ~15! to the results of the Monte Carlo simulation
we find the specific forms ofG( r̄) andH( r̄) to be
05190
n

t
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t

by

G~ r̄ !'110.45r̄, ~16!

H~ r̄ !'2.86/r̄. ~17!

The curves shown in Figs. 4 and 5 represent the pre
tions of Eq.~15! with expressions forG( r̄) andH( r̄) given
above. Equation~15! provides excellent predictions for^z̄&
that typically deviate from the Monte Carlo results by le
than 10% and are accurate even at smalls-d separations.

FIG. 4. Dimensionless mean visitation depth of the detec
photons^z̄& at the median plane between source and detector
function of source-detector separationr̄. Results are shown for a
fixed normalized optical absorptionā50.005 with normalized

source modulation frequenciesf̄ 50, 0.001, and 0.002. Symbol
represent results from Monte Carlo simulations while the cur
represent predictions given by the newly formulated scaling la
@Eqs.~15!–~17!#.

FIG. 5. Dimensionless mean visitation depth of the detec
photons^z̄& at the median plane between source and detector
function of source-detector separationr̄. Results are shown for a

fixed normalized source modulation frequency isf̄ 50.001 with
normalized optical absorptionā50, 0.005, 0.01, 0.02, and 0.1
Symbols represent results from Monte Carlo simulations while
curves represent predictions given by the newly formulated sca
laws @Eqs.~15!–~17!#.
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From this analysis it is clear that increases in absorptioā

and modulation frequencyf̄ have similar effects on̂z̄&. For

cases in which (ā,2p f̄ ), ^z̄& is more sensitive to change
in f̄ while for the opposite case in which (2p f̄ ,ā), ^z̄& is
more sensitive to changes inā.

Equation~15! also predicts that the degree of variation

^z̄& produced by changesf̄ andā is affected significantly by
thes-dseparationr̄. This is illustrated in Figs. 6~a! and 6~b!

where the variation of̂ z̄& with f̄ is shown for media of
different ā for s-d separations ofr̄520 and 1, respectively
At small r̄, changes inf̄ and ā have only a minimal effect
on ^z̄&, while at largerr̄, their effect on̂ z̄& is more substan-
tial. Specifically, for a medium with absorptionā50.01, an
increase in modulation frequency from dc illumination tof̄
50.005 results in a decrease in^z̄& of 16% for r̄520 while
for r̄51 the same increase in modulation frequency res
in a decrease in̂z̄& of only ;1%. Similarly for a modulation
frequencyf̄ 50.002, an increase in absorption fromā50 to
0.05 results in a 64% decrease in^ z̄& for r̄520 but only a
10% decrease in̂z̄& for r̄51. Again, we see that the scalin
law for the mean visitation depth as expressed by Eq.~15!
predicts the Monte Carlo results with an accuracy of appro
mately 10% over this very broad range of modulation f
quency,s-d separation, and optical absorption.

C. Effects of an optical heterogeneity on the PSDF

Thus far we have only presented results pertaining to
mogeneous media. As discussed in Sec. II C, the PSDF
only enables the prediction of the variation of the phot
scattering depth withs-d separation, optical absorption an
modulation frequency, but can also be used to determine
effect of an absorbing heterogeneity on a measured sig
This latter issue is pertinent to a broad class of problem
biomedical diagnostics where detection of the presence
localized change in absorption or scattering is desired. R
evant physiological examples include the detection of tr
sient localized changes in optical absorption due to blo
flow and oxygenation dynamics connected with neural a
vation in response to an external stimulus@4,6#.

While the PSDF is formulated as a scattering density
der steady-state conditions, as discussed in Secs. II B
II C, it is equivalent to the perturbation produced by a sm
localized heterogeneity on the measured signal. Thus the
turbation provided by a localized heterogeneity can
quickly and easily formed by subtracting the contribution
the corresponding ‘‘voxel’’ element from the overall PSD
This relative change in the detected signal due to the p
ence of a optical heterogeneity in any given voxel is th
determined by computing Eq.~10!. The results of such a
computation is depicted in Fig. 7, where the relative cha
in the PSDF corresponding to the detected frequency-dom
~a! amplitude and~b! phase is shown for the same set
conditions as those used in Fig. 1; namely, for a sou
modulation frequency off 5400 MHz detected at as-dsepa-
ration of r522 mm with optical properties ma

50.005 mm21 andms850.8 mm21.
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A comparison of Figs. 7~a! and 7~b! reveals that measure
ments of frequency-domain amplitude and phase are se
tive to slightly different spatial regions within a turbid me
dium; a fact reported in experimental studies from the gro
of Sevick as well as Gratton@18,21#. Interestingly, the per-
turbation in phase produced by an optical heterogeneity
cated close to the tissue surface results in an increase in
detected phase while its placement at deeper regions
duces a phase reduction. This occurs because the presen
an optical heterogeneity close to the surface reduces
prevalence of detected photons that possess short trajecto
Thus the detected photons possess, on average, longer t
tories and thus a larger phase accumulation. By contras
optical heterogeneity present at larger depths reduces
number of detected photons with very long trajectories a
results in a reduction in the phase of the detected pho
density wave.

Figures 8~a! and 8~b! show the effect of source modula
tion frequency on the variation of the detected amplitude a

FIG. 6. Expected value of the depth visited by the detec
photons^z̄& at the median plane between source and detector

function of normalized source modulation frequencyf̄ . Results are
shown for various values of optical absorption in media probed
source-detector separation of~a! r̄520 and~b! r̄51, respectively.
Symbols represent results from Monte Carlo simulations while
curves represent predictions given by the newly formulated sca
laws @Eqs.~15!–~17!#.
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FIG. 7. ~Color! Spatial maps of the relative change in the measured photon density~a! amplitude and~b! phase produced by a sma
absorption perturbation located atr 85(x,y,z). Results were computed using Eq.~10!. This case corresponds to the PSDF shown in Fig. 1~b!
where a medium withma50.005/mm andms850.8/mm is probed with source modulation frequency of 400 MHz using a source-det
separationr522 mm with numerical apertureNA50.37.
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FIG. 8. Relative perturbation in measured photon density~a!
amplitude and~b! phase produced by a small absorption pertur
tion placed in the midplane between source and detector at va
normalized depthsz̄. Symbols represent results from Monte Car
simulations and are connected by line segments for ease of vi
ization. Results are shown for a source-detector separationr̄520
with fixed normalized optical absorptionā50.01 and normalized

source modulation frequenciesf̄ 50, 0.002, and 0.005.
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FIG. 9. Relative perturbation in measured photon density~a!
amplitude and~b! phase produced by a small absorption pertur
tion placed in the midplane between source and detector at var
normalized depthsz̄. Symbols represent results from Monte Car
simulations and are connected by line segments for ease of vis
ization. Results are shown for a source-dector separationr̄520

with fixed normalized source modulation frequencyf̄ 50.001 and
normalized optical absorptionā50, 0.005, 0.02, and 0.1.
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phase perturbation with depth in the midplane between
source and detector. As observed in the spatial distributio
the PSDF profiles, the overall sensitivity to depth decrea
with an increase in modulation frequency. This is clea
seen as the perturbations in both amplitude and phase
proach unity at more superficial depths asf̄ is increased. For
very large modulation frequencies the amplitude perturba
can actually be positive, as shown in Fig. 8~a! at normalized
depths ofz̄'12– 16 for f̄ 50.005. This occurs when the con
tribution of a given pixel to the detected phase is more th
p radians which produces an increase, as opposed to a
crease in the detected amplitude. While this may be surp
ing at first glance, we must recall~Sec. II C! that the mea-
sured intensity is the complex sum of two photon dens
waves; one corresponding to the propagation of the pho
density wave in homogeneous media and the other co
sponding to the photon density wave scattered by the het
geneity. Thus while the amplitude of the perturbation spe
fied by Eq. ~9! is negative, at sufficiently high modulatio
frequencies and/or large depths, the perturbation produ
destructive interference which, when combined with t
negative amplitude of the scattered wave, leads to an
crease in the measured intensity at the detector. A sim
behavior was also measured experimentally by Svaas
et al. in their study of the dependence of planar photon d
sity waves with source modulation frequency in layered m
dia @32#.

Figure 9 shows the effect of optical absorption on t
variation of the~a! amplitude and~b! phase perturbation
with depth in the midplane between the source and dete
As seen in the plots of the PSDF shown in Figs. 2 and 3
increase in optical absorption produces an effect similar to
increase in modulation frequency. This result is in go
agreement with results provided by both Sevicket al. @21#
and Paithankaret al. @25#. The observation of a crossin
from positive to negative perturbations in both the amplitu
and phase, represent ‘‘blind’’ locations in the sampled tis
volume, i.e., locations at which an absorbing heterogen
can be placed without resulting in a change in the detec
signal. This is an interesting feature that could be exploi
to determine the depth of an absorbing heterogeneity if
lateral location is known. This can be implemented by p
v
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forming a photon migration measurement at multiple sou
modulation frequencies.

IV. SUMMARY

We have developed a general Monte-Carlo-based me
for assessing the tissue volume sampled in a steady-s
time-resolved, or frequency-domain photon migration m
surement. The use of Monte Carlo simulations allows
accurate predictions regardless of the source-detector se
tion and optical properties of the medium. The method
describe allows for the determination of not only the sha
and location of the photon sampling volume in a homog
neous medium, but also the perturbations in the detec
photon density amplitude and phase produced by the in
duction of a small absorption heterogeneity. Our results s
gest that for typical tissue optical properties, the difference
tissue sampling offered by steady-state and frequency
main methods is small for modulation frequencies sma
than 600 MHz. Such a consideration is important becaus
provides a basis to validate combined steady-state and
quency domain measurements that have been propose
cently @33#. We have provided analytical scaling laws th
accurately predict the mean depth sampled by the pho
collected in a photon migration measurement as a functio
both tissue optical properties and source modulation
quency. These scaling laws generalize previous findings
are valid over a broad range ofs-dseparation, optical absorp
tion, and source modulation frequency. Finally, the propo
methodology to determine the impact of localized absorpt
heterogeneities on the detected signal clearly matches ex
mental observations that indicate that the phase and am
tude of detected photon density waves exhibit different s
tial sensitivity characteristics relative to the tissue volum
probed.
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